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house – particularly the kitchens, the
name of the dishes: pakora, samosa,
tandoori chicken, choley, laddu, khîr,
dál…. which are a tastful invitation.
But also because it is a sensible
homage to her grand mother, and
maybe to all the women who cook in a
family.
The particularity of this book is also
that each story is finished by a recipe.
The author holds them from her
grandmother her mother, her friends,
cookss or made them up.
It is a « sharing book » which makes
you want to travel to India, or eat in an
Indian restaurant or cook Indian
dishes, perfumed with many spices:
cardamom, coriander, ginger, curry,
anise,
curcuma,
carvi,
cumin,
cinnamon, pepper and so many
more….

The Anger of Aubergines
Bubul Sharma
Kali for women Publishing House,
New Dehli, 1997 (The Anger of
Aubergines)
There are some books to be read only
with the eyes, there are some other
books, to be savored, like a delicious
meal. The Anger of Aubergine written
by Bulbul Sharma is one of them. As
you read it, at times, you will stop,
simply because just by reading, you
will have imagined and tasted the
marvelous Indian food that she writes
about.

Amuse - gueule: Bread

After having read that book, you will
know more about Indian society, how
it was, how it is now, about Indian
Food, how to prepare it, how and
when to eat it.
In 13 short stories, the author shows
us the importance of food and how it is
used
in
family
relations
and
incorporated into societal structure.
Where, when and what food to eat for
a wedding, for example, and then,
many years after this wedding, what is
the most important for the woman : her
husband or the food that the guests
have eaten ?
This book is very pleasant to read. Not
only because of its style, the fine
description of people, landscape,

Long as a day without any piece of
bread (French idioms)
Now means: long and tiresome.
Meant before: so long as a day without
anything to eat, even a piece of bread,
and in that time, bread was the base
for food.
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culture of these people, in their land of
exile and in their land of origin.

Armenian cuisine
Nathalie Maryam Baravian
Actes Sud, Paris, France, ©2007,160
pages (La cuisine arménienne)
Awards:Prize Eugénie Brazier 2007,
Grand Prize for the transmission of
women’s culinary patrimony
Gourmand Cookbook Award France
2007, Grand Prize for foreign cuisine
Gourmand World Cookbook Award
2007 Foreign food category
This work is a lot more than a
cookbook; it is a dive into family
tradition, the search of ancestral roots
and memories.
The
author,
Nathalie
Maryam
Baravian, defines herself as a third
generation Armenian. During her
childhood in Décines, near Lyon,
France—a place known as “Little
Armenia”—she bathed in Armenian
cultured transmitted by her family, in
particular by her paternal grandmother
who was born in Turkey in 1918.

Amuse - gueule: Salt and Pepper
They go together like salt and pepper
(American idioms)
Means: description of a happy couple

Moving from family memories, literary
extracts, recipes, and historical and
cultural tidbits about Armenia makes
for an instructive and varied read. The
pages are sprinkled with Rémy
Sirope’s illustrations and reproductions
of paintings and drawings of Armenian
painter Martiros Sarian, which open
the reader’s eyes to Armenian cultural
horizons.

Meeting Dalila Attlassy- Guérin
F & F E – You work as a food
professional, could you describe your
work for us?

The garden, its vine, its aromatic
plants, and the preparation of grape
leaves; the bearing trees, their fruit
and jams; the oven and its bread;
coffee and its utensils; hospitality;
blackberry wine; yogurt; cognac;
religion and traditional meals; mezzés,
beuregs, tourchis, keuftés, rice and
desserts offer an appetizing range of
Armenian cuisine and the traditional

« I work in organic restaurants and/ or
vegetarian restaurants and for private
people. I must create the menus and
choose the food from different
producers, (local or big supermarkets).
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« I like simple foods, plain tastes and
short cooking which doesn’t embellish
the food product.

Amuse - gueule: Films
Some films to see, not easy to enjoy
because what they explain is so
unsustainable.
But
they
are
indispensable and courageous.
These films let us remember that all of
us, humans and animals, must be
respected and that for profit at all cost
only leads to insanity.

F & F E – Have you inherited any
family culinary history, transmitted
from your mother, your grand mother
or someone else?
« I have learned to cook in Morocco,
seeing the hands of the women,
listening to them, asking questions
and often tasting their food.
I’ve learned this task by soaking up
information and using intuition,
applying a moroccan adage that says :
« your eye is your balance et the five
tastes are at the end of your fingers ».
I also frequented many different
markets, read many books and met
people during my travels, so all can
nourrish my work. »

We all must see these films, because
whatever our way of eating, we must
know consciously what our choices
mean and which kind of practice we
want to support. Pretending we don’t
know anything about the ins and out of
the food industry is only cowardice.
Information does exist, here are a few
links.

F & F E – If you have any children, do
you cook with them?
« My daughter doesn’t seem to have
any interest in cooking. So I cook or I
have cooked with other children than
her.
I have noticed that children feel more
involved in creating a meal when they
have participated in buying the
ingredients to cook it, when they know
exactly the steps that have been
explained to them, and especially
when the dish is meant for someone
specific or a planned event event. »

Food Inc, Robert Kenner, USA, 2008
http://www.foodincmovie.com/aboutthe-film.php
If you knew how the food you eat is
produced, would you still buy this kind
of industrial food?

F & F E – What do you like to eat and
to cook?
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Our children will accuse us (Nos
enfants nous accuseront), Jean-Pierre
Jaud, France, 2007
http://www.nosenfantsnousaccuseront
-lefilm.com/
Following in 2010
http://www.jplusb.fr/tournages.html
The link between mortality, cancer
types increasing, pollution and food
seems to be always more evident.
What if the school cafeterias would
become organic?

Life and Passion of a Chinese
gastronome
Lu Wenfu
Lu Wenfu, © 1982, (Meishijia)
Some authors have the talent to
describe the history of a country and in
the same time, to descripe the history
of one person or one family. So did Lu
Wenfu. Reading Life and Passion of a
Chinese gastronome, you will no
longer be lacking on Chinese politics
and history. And you will learn even
more: you will know about Chinese
food, specially about food from
Suzhou.

Unser tägliches Brot, (Our daily bread)
Nikolaus Geyrhalter, Austria, 2006
http://www.unsertaeglichbrot.at/jart/pro
jects/utb/website.jart?rel=de&contentid=1130864824947
A loock over food industry and hightech agriculture
We feed the world, Erwin Wagenhofer,
Austria, 2005
http://www.we-feed-theworld.at/en/team_interview.htm
Food, globalisation and interviews in
Europe – Austria, France, Romanien,
Spain, Switzerland – and in Brazil.

Both of the two heros come from this
town. One, Zhu Ziye is the rich
gastronome, who, no matter what
political regime period, thinks only
about eating tasty foods. The other,
Gao, is one of his poorest relatives.
Of course, they don’t follow the same
political beliefs, one became a
revolutionnarry, the other remained a
distinguished
gastronome.
But,
sometime, life makes some joke on
you, and Gao, who had no interest in
food, who didn’t like eating, had to
work as a restaurant manager. Menus,
decoration, workers, all the restaurant
‘s life follows politics and history.
During that time, even when he can’t
eat what he enjoys, Zhu Ziye forgets
nothing. To remember which meals he
has eaten, where he has eaten them,
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which chef cooked them, how they
tasted, from the fist morsel to the last
one. To remember that keeps him
alive. He met Kong Bixia, a famous
lady, and married her. The description
of the meals she prepared, when Gao
was invited to support a gastronomic
organization is incredible. Just by
reading about it, you see, taste, and
smell all the dishes.
After reading this book, you will think
about the links between history, food,
freedom, the memory and importance
of taste. As some people stayed alive
in Nazi camps, singing for themself all
Bethoven’s opera or other pieces of
music, this novel of Lu Wenfu shows
us how our mind can change, or not,
how we feel free or not, how big and
small history mixes and how people
are only the games of politicians.
Read this book, go and eat in a
Chinese restaurant, and imagine you
are Zhu Ziye eating the marvelous
food cooked by Kong Bixia.

Meeting Barbara Kowalcyk
« December 10th is my son Kevin’s
birthday. My family should be busy
getting ready for a party for a group of
11-year-old boys but we’re not.
Instead, we are working at Kevin’s 9th
Annual Memorial Birthday Blood Drive.
It is a family affair – even my 5-yearold will be helping out – complete with
balloons, cupcakes and crafts for the
kids. To date, we’ve collected well
over 1,000 units of blood.
It is
something we can do to give back –
Kevin received eight units of blood
products during his 12 day illness and
wouldn’t have gotten that far if
someone hadn’t donated. Besides,
we can’t deal with not having a
birthday party.
In 2001, my family’s world was turned
upside down when 2 ½ year old Kevin
contracted E. coli O157:H7. Within a
day of the diagnosis, Kevin developed
Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome (HUS) –
an untreatable condition that is
characterized by kidney failure,
seizures and all sorts of horrible
things. The next nine days were a blur
of doctor consultations, lab tests,
dialysis treatments, new medications,
medical procedures and waiting for
more lab results. I barely slept and
lost ten pounds. Family and friends
rallied around us – bringing food to us
once it became apparent we weren’t
leaving to get it and starting prayer
chains that extended around the
world.
Years later I would meet
someone new and introduce myself
only to be told how they remember
praying for Kevin and our family. Still,
all the prayers and medicine weren’t
enough. On August 11, 2001, after
being resuscitated twice, our beloved
Kevin died from gangrene of the large
and small intestines.
I can only
describe his illness and death as
horrific – something no one – and

Amuse – gueule: loocking to
Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s
Paintings
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especially not a child – should ever
have to endure.

In 2006, I co-founded the Center for
Foodborne
Illness
Research
&
Prevention (CFI) with my mom, Pat
Buck to help find innovative, sciencebased solutions for the food safety
challenges of the 21st Century. We
believe that no one sector can achieve
this goal alone and that all
stakeholders:
federal/state/local
governments;
farmers;
food
producers, processors, transporters
and retailers; medical providers;
educators;
policy
makers,
and
consumers share the responsibility of
building an environment that promotes
food safety throughout the farm-to-fork
continuum. As a national, non-profit
health organization dedicated to
preventing foodborne illness through
research, education, advocacy and
service, CFI works on a broad range
of food safety issues. In fact, CFI just
issued a scientific white paper on the
long-term health effects of selected
foodborne pathogens. In 2010, CFI
will be conducting a follow-up project
to investigate the best mechanisms for
studying
the
long-term
health
outcomes of foodborne disease in the
United States.

Since Kevin’s death, my family has
become food safety advocates.
Initially, our advocacy efforts were
driven by our outrage at the lack of
response we received from our public
health officials – it took two years and
a private attorney to learn that Kevin’s
illness was most likely caused by
contaminated meat that we probably
purchased through a local business.
However, the more we learned, the
more we realized that we needed to
do something about the gaps in our
food protection system. Driven by a
desire to prevent this tragedy from
happening to others, we have
appeared on national television
programs, spoken at numerous
conferences, served on multiple
national advisory committees, met with
countless
regulators
and
Congressional offices, and consoled
many foodborne illness victims. Years
ago I gave up my career as a
biostatistician in the pharmaceutical
industry to focus all my efforts on
improving food safety and preventing
foodborne disease. Our family’s work
– particularly our efforts to pass
Kevin’s
Law – were recently
highlighted in the documentary Food,
Inc.

With the release of Food, Inc, many
people have become interested in our
family’s efforts to pass Kevin’s Law.
The legislation – which is formally
known as the Meat and Poultry
Pathogen Reduction and Enforcement
Act – was introduced in 2002 in direct
response to the Supreme Beef case
where USDA tried unsuccessfully to
shut down the plant for repeatedly
failing to meet HACCP performance
standards. In 2003, after securing
6,500 signatures from 36 states,
Senator Tom Harkin, the primary
sponsor of the bill, renamed the
legislation Kevin’s Law. Our family
continued working on the legislation,
but after 5 years of inaction by the
U.S. Congress, the bill was not re-
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introduced. Today, key components
of
Kevin’s
Law
have
been
incorporated
into
larger,
more
comprehensive pieces of food safety
legislation.
In the current 111th
Congress, portions of Kevin’s Law are
contained in two important food safety
bills (H.R. 2749 and S. 510). In July
2009,
the
U.S.
House
of
Representatives
overwhelmingly
passed H.R. 2749, which – despite
controversies – is an amazing step in
securing stronger food protections for
Americans. As of this writing, the U.S.
Senate is considering a companion bill
(S. 510) which many hope will be
voted on in the near future. While
neither of these bills address the
problems that exist at USDA, CFI
supports both of these pieces of
legislation. Our government should
have the authority to shut down food
producers that continually produce
contaminated products.

The Center for Foodborne Illness
Research & Prevention is a 501(c)(3)
American nonprofit organization.
In the United States, donations are tax
deductible to the fullest extent
permitted by U.S. law.»

Projeckt to support : Sadhana
forest, India
Reforestation in India, Environmental
leadership programm, sustainable
projects.
http://www.sadhanaforest.com/

I am often asked what people can do
to help us – particularly with Kevin’s
Law. There are several things that
you can do:
Support the passage of S. 510 in the
U.S. Senate.
Ask the U.S. Congress to pass laws
mandating enforceable performance
standards for meat and poultry
products (Kevin’s Law).
Make a tax-deductible donation to CFI.
Follow CFI’s Six Safe Food Practices:
Use Safe Water and Food, Clean,
Separate, Cook, Chill and Report
Foodborne Illness.
If you like more information on CFI,
Kevin’s Law or CFI’s Six Safe Food
Practices, please visit CFI’s website at
www.foodborneillness.org . On behalf
of my family, thank you for your
support and interest. Eat Safe! Eat
Smart!
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Recipe
Tender Onion Delight
Cut some onions in fine slices, let
them cook slowly in a pan with some
olive oil, and sprinkle them with
cinnamon.
Let them sweeten and melt slowly.
When they are exactly as you’d like
them to be under your tongue, pull
them out of the fire and add a good
tablespoon of honey.
Mix together.
Then pour on your cereal and
legumes, savor with your mouth, your
eyes and your nose.

Andrea Kelley, Emese Csaba, Haydeh
Hamidzadeh, Janie Spencer, Natalia
Krucsay, Patricia Sanz, Paolo
Coimbra, Zoubida Touimer AÏt-Ali,
Zoubida: www.maternagealgerie.overblog.com
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See you soon!

Contributors to this issue:
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